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Anything in blue should be read before the session – I will

also put in red any grids or sentences or instructions that
should ideally be in the children’s books. A main focus of this
session is to ensure that everyone is comfortable with the
technology and the teaching sequence as well as loosening up
and gaining confidence as writers. The children need:

● Notebooks/ writing journals and pencils
● access to a tablet
● be able to see main screen

Creative Games

As usual, the session begins with a game for children to play.
Make sure that they have their notebooks and pencils ready
and listen carefully. The games can be played as a class, in
threes, in pairs or solo. They are usually played in pairs. Get
everyone to make notes as Pie and David play the game. Then
there will be a pause of a few minutes – a ‘timer’ will be
onscreen giving a countdown.

The teacher settles the class to having a go at playing the
game. The idea of the games is to get everyone involved and
buzzing with ideas, warming up the language and creative
thought before going onto the main course! It is worth noting
that sometimes the games themselves can be written up later
as whole pieces of writing. They should gather all their ideas in
one notebook so that this becomes a store of language and
ideas that can be drawn upon at any time when writing. This



initial game is played orally and does not involve them using
their tablets.

Today’s Game – New Year Resolutions
Warm up the imagination and get ideas buzzing with this

initial game that will be played orally. David and Pie will model
the game first. The idea came from my teaching days when the
poet Brian Moses and I worked together. We started every new
year with the same task which involves inventing a list of New
Year resolutions. The challenge is to list things that you would
like to do and things that you will avoid – make the ideas
unusual and a little bit crazy. Here is an example:

This year, I will sing along to blackbirds in the garden hedge,
crows on the playground and seagulls on the beach.
This year, I will never tease a gorilla with tinsel or torture a
turtle by playing with drumsticks on its shell.
This year, I will catch a moonbeam and keep it on my windowsill
in a box.
This year, I will never arm wrestle with King Kong.
This year, I will run a marathon on the back of hippo.
This year, I will never open the curtains at night and play my
trombone as loudly as possible.
This year, I will tap dance my way to the finals in Strictly.
This year, I will never dig for gold in the middle of the motorway
or search for silver at the end of a rainbow.
This year, I will eat four shredded wheat at one sitting.
This year, I will never beg for a burger if it is made from an
alligator or crocodile.
This year, I will surf on snow and ski on sand dunes.
This year, I will never forget my times tables on a Friday
morning when we have a maths test or try to write with a
sausage.

The Objective – generate rapidly a list of imaginative and extraordinary ideas.



Padlet – Children have a few minutes to complete one or more
‘post it notes’ using their powers of close observation (based on
the Door of Perception from TYGER. ‘Perception is the first of
your powers. You were born with it.’ The children need to look
closely and generate ideas as well as describing details - The eye
- the pupil, the iris - the whiskers, the fur, what the tiger sees,
etc.



Tiger’s rusted fur
surrounds an eye
that sees into souls.

An eye, that is ever-widening.
The pupil is your final full stop,
an eclipse.
The iris is sea-green,
surrounded by a wedding ring
of deadliest gold.

White whiskers sprout
fine and wiry,
as grandad’s beard,
sensing the air,
sensing your fear.

Tiger’s fur bristles,
ripples shadows
across it’s back.
Flames flicker
streaked by snow-caps.

Tiger eyes the world
and wonders
as cage bars
cast their shadows.



● Remind them to use their senses – what you can see, but
also imagine what you might hear, smell, taste and touch.

● Draw on memory, association, connections and ideas.
● If you have a very young class or reluctant writers who

lack confidence, ideas could be co-constructed in pairs or
as a class and posted by the teacher.

● Remind children and adults to use refresh button at the
top of the page so that they can see their post-it note
appear – as each note is moderated, they will not all
appear during the session but will appear later once
moderated. The Objective – to write short focused images, learning to

look carefully at an image and generate images and ideas.

Children’s Audio – encourage children to listen carefully to the
reading as it was chosen because it was well written but also
because it was read aloud effectively. The Objective – to listen

attentively, enjoy and reflect on what makes good writing and performance.

Jotcast activity - Continue developing a snapshot of the tiger:



● Continue to describe the ears, teeth, incisors, tongue,
stripes – and the sound or movement it might make.

● Try using – alliteration, similes with ‘like’ and ‘as’,
personification or creating kennings.

Techniques Examples
● Alliteration
● Simile using ‘like’
● Simile using ‘as’
● Personification
● Kennings

● Tiger terrifies
● Mouth like a cave
● Whiskers as thin as wire
● Eyes snarl
● Soul-snatcher/ bone-cruncher

Sabre Tooth Growler

The tiger scowls

its eyes narrow,
as it glares.

Ears jut up
to catch every crumb of sound.

Bleached whiskers fan out
from her speckled snout.

A mouth caged
with yellowed teeth
curved and carved
like ancient beams
in Valhalla
or the longship’s hull.

Her tongue is like
a curled strip of bacon.

She pauses, prowls –
her furred pelt shifts
like a rusted skin.

Toothed-growler.
Shadow-prowler.
I dream of your hefty paw prints
stamped in snow.

Pie Corbett

Objective – the ability to recreate a closely observed image, using imaginative
sentences, experimenting with alliteration, similes, personification and creating new
phrases.



Gallery Challenge – Illustrate your poem.



Blogging Activity – Children choose an image that appeals to
them and create a descriptive poem.

It may help for the children to have a copy of Pie’s poem below
in their books. Remind them to all come up with their own,
original TITLE. Objective – write an extended list, playing with language and

ideas, using alliteration, imagery, metaphor and word play.

Audio Challenge – If children want to record their own blog
ensure that they have read it aloud a number of times. They
should read it slowly and clearly with expression. This could be
worked on in pairs or threes to develop their performance.

Please do not share these notes and models, put them online
or use for financial gain. Please respect our copyrite. They are
for your use with your class. Many thanks.

© Pie Corbett 2023



Pie’s Poem Writing tips
Rain-soaked, the tawny
owl waits.

Its eyes are like forlorn
planets.

The thin beak curves
like a coin’s edge.

Ruffling its freckled
feathers,

the speckled owl scowls,

dangling its damaged,
speckled wing.

Cold legs in furry tights

and talons that grip the
stone wall.

Open by telling the reader what
you are writing about.

First detail – I chose the eyes and
used a simile.

Second detail – another simile.

Third detail – I used alliteration.

What is it doing?

Fourth detail – more alliteration.

Fifth detail – how is it feeling?

Final detail – what is it doing?

End by saying what the creature is
doing or make a comment.



It blinks, thinks and
waits
for the sun’s kindly
glow.



Scottish wild cat



Red Squirrel



Holmfirth Little Owl



Wasp

Ladybird



Tortoiseshell butterfly

Golden Eagle

Photos © Nicola Stables 2023 – for use only in your
classroom.


